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Editorial
Another hectic month for me, as I write I have just finished the framework of an
EZB Indoor model for the Indoor Nationals at Boulby in Yorkshire. I still have a
propeller to make before we travel north in three days time. The model has been
built in a bit of a rush and is not as light as I would like but at least I will have a
model to compete with. I will be away 5 days then a couple of days back home and
off to Sculthorpe. I’m holding over a lot of material until the next issue as time is
short.
This issue our Chairman John Thompson has provided the published material for
another power model, the ‘Toreador’ and has also reported on the performance of
his simplified version.
I managed to find the test report of the extremely popular PAW 1.5, it’s the
original with the built in vertical carb, this model is the preferred one for FF Power
due to its lighter weight.
Steve Riley from the USA reports on an indoor meeting in a domed hall, part of
which is sunk into the ground making the venue stable temperature wise.
I report on my feeble efforts at the BMFA Nationals, the only positive result was
for the wife Rachel who has achieved fame with her picture in the Aeromodeller.
I’ve stuck in another Paper Airplane, they seem to be making waves in the States as
Rob McKeon reports on more press coverage on the drone front. The original ‘Power
Up’ conversion unit having been developed into a drone version.
We had a bit of a vintage newbie in Mike Woodhouse at the May/June Wallop
meeting, he competed successfully (he now leads in the league) in 8oz Wakefield
picking up a bottle at the prize presentation. He has weighed in with a report on his
experiences.
There appears to be the possibility of some progress towards a Model Aviation
Museum and I report on the statement on the BMFA website.
Spencer Willis continues to ferret out the 8oz Wakefield & Tailless results and
reports on the current standings in the leagues.
I hope to make a late run in Tailless in the hope of rising above my current position
of last place.

Editor
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The Toreador

From (USA) Flying Models June 1948

Claude McCullough
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Claude McCullough (USA)
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Almost a Toreador

-

John Thompson

Well it’s a model, not a pretend bull fighter.
Designed and published in 1948 by Claude McCullough to meet the new AMA rules (doing
away with the cross section rule as it took too long to process and check at competitions!
common sense rules OK). Claude was an inveterate modeller who, in the mid '50's,
became president of the AMA in the USA. In fact in the AMA obituary (see AMA web
page) it was mentioned that he devoted his life to model airplanes.
I wished to have a go at this model in
that the only examples I had ever seen,
were badly trimmed, or was the design
questionable? Asking around, some other
modellers had recollections of nothing
but crashes on any examples they had
seen.

I decided in my usual fashion that a
simplified construction would be used, but
using all the same dimensions and airfoil
sections. In those days they liked a lot of
building satisfaction, I think. The fuselage
became a box with the same side and top
dimensions, rather than the rounded one
shown on the plan. Just webbed spars on the wings with no sheeting. All simple and
probably lighter than the original construction.
The one thing I was apprehensive about
was the very short moment arm (why, when
the cross section rule had been done away
with?) and the relatively small tailplane. In
fact Claude had various power model
designs published and all had these short
moment arms.
My model turned out a lot less at 470gm (18.6 ounces) than the original, with weights of
the components as follows : Tail / Fin 31gm Wing 116gm Fuselage 140gm, with a power
package timer etc. 183gm I used an OS 15 LA (Nelson - Dixon head) which turned a
Bolly 8.5 x 4 at 15.4 k on 40 % nitro, running on pressure.
Both wing tips washout 2degs, no other warps. CG 60% root chord, 10degs down thrust
and 3degs left side-thrust. Wing +4deg Tail +1.5deg all approximate.
Trimming proved fairly simple, launch vertically the model goes up in an excellent right
hand spiral reaching 606 feet in about 11 seconds.
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The model will remain in the pattern for at least 20 seconds, I did not try more as it is
almost out of sight by then. The transition to glide is excellent. A drag flap is used for
glide turn. The glide is rather good, much better than I expected.

Altogether a very pleasing model, which if built according to the plan would be eligible
for vintage comps, and utilising the permitted 18 seconds run, would result in a climb
height of some 900 feet, more than enough to obtain a 2.30 max.

As an aside, anyone trying my set ups, should make sure the model is launched at a very
high angle or vertically, as otherwise the flat flight across the field, is rather off
putting and should not be attempted when other folk are around. One of these days I
might reconfigure it to try with an 80/85 % cg, as is vaguely mentioned, and see what
happens.

John Thompson
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Engine Analysis: PAW 1.49cc

-

Aeromodeller March 1960
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Arizona Indoors

-

Steve Riley (USA)

Arizona Indoor Free Flight Champs
ROUND VALLEY DOME
2014 Contest Report
This year we were able to add Friday
as a practice day, we got a lot of
good feedback and will do that again
next year.
An interesting fact about how they
built the Round Valley Dome came to
light. By having the floor of the
dome 15’ below grade and with all the insulation in the ceiling, the temperature stays
quite comfortable regardless of the outside weather. Saturday was very windy with
gusts over 65 mph and a bit of snow, and most of us were quite comfortable in shirt
sleeves or light sweaters.
We held a Delta Dart class for the Middle School students earlier in the week before our
contest and had 27 students participating. All built airplanes followed by an indoor flight
session in the Dome, guided by several
Club members. The students then
competed for the longest flight, with
the top three finishers awarded prizes
of model kits. To our surprise on
Saturday, one of the students, Colter
Hogle, who had won a ‘Stringless
Wonder’ kit on Thursday brought his
newly-built plane to the Dome! He had
built the kit himself, with no wrinkles in
the covering, no warps, and all the glue
joints were excellent! He definitely
gets an A+! With only a little bit of
help from Bill Leppard, the ‘Stringless
Colter Hogle & Bill Leppard with the ‘Stringless Wonder’
Wonder’ flew very well.
Saturday evening we had a seminar with presentations on tools and techniques used in
building indoor models. Very informative and a lot of fun. We will do it again next year.
We have had some scheduling conflicts the past several years, our dates for 2015 have
been set for April 18-19, 2015, with Friday, April 17th as a practice day; Monday, April
20th will be the Delta Dart day with the students.
Hope to see you in 2015 in the Round Valley Dome, a really great Cat 3 site.
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Rick Pangell with his ‘No-Cal’ and the rest of the ‘No-Cal’ gang
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F1D
- Bill Leppard

-

ROUND VALLEY DOME CONTEST Results - April 26, 27, 28 - 2014
F1L
F1M
st
st
17:07
1 - Bill Leppard
27:18
1 - Bill Leppard
nd
nd
2 - Richard Wood 15:57
2 - Tom Ioerger
rd
rd
3 - Elmer Nelson 14:30
3 - Rick Pangell
th
4 - Jerry Murphy

Easy B
Bill Leppard
14:02
Richard Wood 8:09
Tom Gaylor
6:41
Rick Pangell
4:02

Limited Penny Plane
- Tom Ioerger
7:51
- Jerry Murphy 6:34
- Elmer Nelson 5:37
- Rick Pangell
5:35

Mini Stick
st
1 - Bill Leppard
nd
2 - Richard Wood
rd
3 - Tom Gaylor

8:52
4:36
3:12

Dime Scale
st
1 - Rick Pangell
nd
2 - Jerry Murphy

28.7
20.8

Catapult Glider
st
1 - Jean Andrews 84.1
nd
2 - Rick Pangell
56.9

Open Penny Plane
st
1 - Bill Leppard 10:37
nd
2 - Rick Pangell
9:35
rd
3 - Jerry Murphy 8:23

FAC No-cal Scale
st
1 - Bill Leppard
9:18
nd
2 - Rick Pangell
7:13
rd
3 - Jerry Murphy
:46
st

1

24:48
14:13
12:49
12:34

Unlimited Catapult Glider
st
1 - Jean Andrews
91.2
nd
2 - Rick Pangell
60.5

1
nd
2
rd
3
th
4
th
5

st

-

A6
Bill Leppard
Rick Pangell
Richard Wood
Elmer Nelson
Tom Gaylor

st

-

Mass Launch
Bill Leppard
Rick Pangell
Jerry Murphy
Jean Andrews

1
nd
2
rd
3
th
4

6:39
4:52
3:31
2:24
2:22

Peanut Scale
- Rick Pangell

Round Valley Dome Site Records
F1D-Bill Leppard 2013 45.09min F1M-Bill Leppard 2013 27.48min F1L-Y. K. Lee 2012 31.54min
Easy B-Y. K. Lee 2012 22.04min
Open Penny Plane-Bill Erwin 2012 15.53min
Limited Penny Plane-John Alling 2012 11.02min
A6-Bill Leppard 2014 6.39min
Mini Stick-Rob Romash 2012 9.46min
No Cal *-Bill Leppard 2013 - 10.02min
Hand Launch Glider-Rob Romash 2013- 97.4sec
*(6.2 gm. minimum 7” max. prop. Dia.)
Unlimited Catapult Glider-Rob Romash 2013- 166.6sec
Catapult Glider-Mike Keller 2013- 124.49sec

Steve Riley (USA)
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My Free-Flight Nationals

-

John Andrews

It was a wet and windy FF Nats at Barkston this year and it may well be the last one
at this venue as all casual user licences are being revoked, the future situation with
the airfield is not yet clear but only the two National Championship meetings have
survived this year.
Rachel and I lodged at Byards Leap again this year,
travelling across on the Friday. After settling in we
visited the airfield and in the relative calm of the
Friday evening I had a few initial trimming flights with
my new tailless model ‘Mayzee II’. I got the climb
looking stable but the glide was a bit weird and tight.
As the light faded, I packed up before I broke it and
we repaired to the Ermine pub in Ancaster for the
evening meal.
Saturday: Day 1: Rain:
Spent most of the morning in the Hanger flying chuck gliders and small rubber
powered sheet jobs with Martin Pike and his two children Catlin and Rory, they had a
good time in spite of the rain.
The rain began to ease somewhere around lunch time and I decided to prepare my
BMFA Rubber model 0-3 ready for flight in the hanger in the dry. Old bumble fingers
stove in a longeron and out came the cyno to stick it back in place then balsa cement
to get the tissue back in place. The cement dried a solid white in the damp
atmosphere, but the old model is looking a bit rough anyway these days.
Early afternoon we set up on the flight line awaiting a break in the drizzle and when
the opportunity presented itself, 0-3 was wound
and sent on its way. A textbook maximum and
Rachel set off for retrieval. She returned with an
armfull of bits and pieces, 0-3 had D/T’d onto the
peri-track and now had only one longeron still intact
but cracked anyway and a two piece wing.
I assembled 0-4 and had a test flight which
promptly spun in bending the propshaft and
shunting the tailplane into the fin, another model
down the pan.
I finished off the comp with two indifferent flights
with 36-3 my really old fast climber, but it needs
lift and I did not find any. Looking on the bright
Rachel returns with 36-3 in one piece
side at least 36-3 finished unscathed.
Later I attempted to fly ‘Mayzee’ in tailless but spun in twice for a 22sec flight on
the second attempt. I did have another flight after more trimming and managed over
a minute on half turns but the glide was spinning tight and I was not sure what to do
with the elevons so I called it a day. Another evening meal at the Ermine.
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Sunday: Day 2: Sunshine and windy:
We had a quick look round the swapmeet then, as the
weather improved out of all recognition from the day
before, we moved out to the flightline.
Blazing sunshine but windy, I was entered in Vintage so
I assembled the ‘Korda’. I had the ‘Jaguar’ with me,
which is a better performer, but being unflown since
piling in last year I did not want to risk it in the wind.
I wound the ‘Korda’, cast it aloft and as reliable as ever
it climbed away. The model needs lift to max these
days and as I recall I did not find any.
Rachel set off in pursuit and, sods law prevailing above
all else, found the model on the peri track again and the two piece wing was now
threepieces. I filled in the rest of the flight card with a couple of flights with my old
‘Hep-Cat’ then played with Martin Pikes children while he flew scale. That was Sunday
done and dusted as far as flying went.
On the ‘what do others fly’ front I was invited to take a peek into Bill Longley’s van
which was full, and I do mean full, of very large scaled up power models for the radio
duration competitions which he promotes.

As you can see there were quite a few electric powered ones which is Bills current
preferred motive power. In total there must have been well over a dozen models, all
huge, where he finds the time to build them is a mystery and the amount of wood
required is mind boggling. His Radio Duration competitions are slowly catching on and
must be a boon to those who can no longer chase freeflighters. His latest idea is
decentralsed meetings with times being mobile phoned in on the day.
Later we ate chinese with the Wingates and Pikes at the Railway pub in Ancaster as
the Ermine is not open on Sundays.
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Monday: Day 3: Rain and fine:
Started off wet and we played in the hanger again until it dried up and then we moved
out to the flightline. The wind was quite light and in Classic my first flight was a
simple max D/T’ing down less than 100yds away. I even fetched it back myself. Then
things went wrong and I spent time messing with motors and just scraped a max on
flight two then dipped out on flight three.
I don’t even remember whether or not I
actually flew in Mini-Vintage, There have
been no results available as yet to jog my
memory and after three days flying, in my
state of health, I’m not at my best. The
first of the two signs of senile decay, loss of
short term memory takes its toll and I can’t
recall the second sign.
I must have flown because I’ve just found
this picture of yours truly winding the old
‘Hep-Cat’ dated May 26th.
SAM 35 Events:
The Wingates ran vintage events for SAM35, I did not participate myself and do not
know the results but here are one or two pictures.

Kath Wingate at SAM Control

John handing over a magnificent trophy to
Mike Sanderson possibly 4oz Wakefield

Reg Biddlecombe winds his 8oz ‘Contestor’

Peter Jackson & 1950 ‘D Knight’

John Andrews
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Paper Airplane: Snub-Nosed Delta

-

Nick Robinson
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From the book ‘Paper Airplanes’ by Nick Robinson
Copyright © 1991Quintet Publishing Limited
All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system
or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording
or otherwise, without the permission of the copyright holder.
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Text from December 1976

Clobber-ed
What we British modellers seem to lack at present is an identifiable uniform. It is true that
we now have our international teams decked out in track suit regalia as opposed to the
shirt and braces or cricket order of aeromodelling's pre-sport image, but we still make for a
pretty variagated bunch dress wise on the home patches, although attempts at a common
identity in the past have not been all that flattering.
In the fifties we had the dirty motor cycling kit, worn in
all weathers, heat wave and otherwise, at a body
temperature of 112 degrees Farenheit ('You could fry
an egg on his chest'. Yes, but who would eat it), and
there were the funny hat brigade and the even funnier
T-shirt battalions, the latter making something of a
comeback down south.
However, since the model flyer became car borne he
seems to have forsaken all those clannish rigs for what
he threw off the night before. But there are some who
always wear their special aeromodelling clothes. These
are usually of incredible age and of great volume: at
least two pairs of baggy, cement caked trousers and
up to six pullovers, cardigans and what Aunty knitted
for National Service. Were the wearers to hang about a street as long as they do for a
thermal to warm up, they would be taken in for vagrancy.
Very useful the rig, though. It will ensure that the wife will say, I'm not going with you if
you're dressed like that, and there is always the possibility when retrieving over crops that
you could be mistaken for a scarecrow.
I have just discovered what the letters BIGGLES mean, which are to be seen on those
midland T-shirts: But I Go Gliding Like Every Sunday.

Pylonius

Sometimes it’s Hot

&

Sometimes it’s Cold
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Tip-up Wing D/T’s

-

Nick Peppiatt

Dethermalisers:
I was interested to read Jim Paton’s comments on tip up wing DTs (Senator D/T, New
Clarion April 2014).
I have used tip up wing DTs quite successfully on a number of models, using this
simple device.
If the line from the wing LE is wrapped one turn around a short dowel peg, as shown
in the photo below of my Pinocchio and tightened, a gentle band tension to the Tomy
timer is quite sufficient to hold the wing firmly.
In this case, the DT line continues to a half turn around the motor-peg tube.

Peg to wrap DT line around
(one turn)
Vartian Glider Drag-Flap
Those who read my brief article on the
Vartanian glider (New Clarion, March 2014)
may be interested to know that increasing the
area of the drag flap by about 70% has
markedly increased its destabilising effect.
The current flap is 15mm x 93mm, compared with the 13mm x 63mm shown in the
published photographs.

Nick Peppiatt
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Wallop Classic Rubber

-

Martyn Pressnell

BOURNEMOUTH CLUB CLASSIC RUBBER - Middle Wallop May 2014
This was the first of our two annual Club Classic
events in 2014 and I am pleased to say the weather
was very good to us. A modest wind from the North
West carried models across a long stretch of the
airfield, well containing flights to the 2 minute
maximum set. One should not complain but the
grass was long, awaiting mowing that made walking a
bit tiring for some older legs. The sun progressively
warmed the day and thermals were in evidence most
of the time.
There were nine entries this time and the models
consisted of 4 Urchins, 2 Last Resorts and one
each: Trip Stick, Flip Flop and a Late Night Special.
This confirms Urchins as the favourite again
although several other types have won over the
years.
Peter Jackson launches the winning flight

John Andrews

Ron Marking

John Lancaster

Four entrants made the fly-off to compete in the
final D/T limited flight set at 2 minutes. The
winner for the second time was Peter Jackson with
his Urchin, followed very closely by previous winner
John Andrews with his Last Resort. The longest
flight was recorded by Mike Gilham from CVA but
because of a D/T mishap he recorded a negative
fly-off. Yours truly was last, but very pleased to be
flying again.
Bob Taylor

Our next Club Classic event at Middle Wallop will be in August, so please have those
models ready again for the splendid weather that is predicted (by me).
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Results Bournemouth Club Classic Rubber
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Competitor
Peter Jackson
John Andrews
Ron Marking
Mike Gilham
Bob Taylor
John Lancaster
Robin Kimber
Ted Stevens
Martyn Pressnell

Model
Urchin
Last Resort
Urchin
Late Night Special
Urchin
Urchin
Trip Stick
Flip Flop
Last Resort

Score
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
5.51
5.46
5.24
5.23
4.17

D/T Fly-Off
2.11
2.09
1.24
-

Martyn Pressnell

Vintage in Black & White

-

Keith Miller

Editor: We continue to plough through the archive of Keiths pictures, I think I will
probably expire before we run out of material. There are in excess of 250 all told
and he is still snapping away with his new camera so we may well see some colour in
due course.

An unknown Seaplane flies at the 1952 All Herts Rally at Radlett
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Jack North R.O.W’s his stick floatplane at the 1952 All Herts Rally at Radlett

J L Pitcher R.O.W’s his lightweight floatplane at Radlett in the 1952 All Herts Rally
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Our Treasurer
Ed Bennett (CDMAC) & his Wakefield at the Northern Heights Gala at Halton in the 50’s

Ed again, launching the first of his 300sq.in. models at the first Waterbeach Nationals.
These models immediately preceded the Thin Man.

Keith Miller
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More on Drones Stateside

-

Rob McKeon (USA)
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Rob McKeon

Editor: above is the original 2006 free-flight version of the ‘Power Up’, it is designed to add to paper airplanes
as a power pod. The battery power pack is plugged into unit for up to 12 seconds and then the motor runs
until the capacitor? power unit is depleted.
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Wallop Weekend

-

Mike Woodhouse

Middle Wallop 31/05 - 01/06/14
Firstly what a glorious weekend of weather for a well-organised event and for my
first go with an 8oz Wakefield in a UK contest.
Over the years I’ve been to Middle Wallop for various events (flying in the
Stonehenge and the Croydon Wakefield plus attending other odd meetings) however
this was my first time flying in a SAM1066 event. For me the distance to Middle
Wallop is the issue the field being 200 miles each way. The route includes a big chunk
of the M25. I would like to attend there more often but this journey is the big issue.
However it was a two-day event and a good forecast so June and I made the trip. The
deal with June was for a decent hotel and proper evening meal, so not a cheap
weekend! However it was fun excursion. We met up with our old ally Jim Wright. Jim
and I flew F1A together when it was A/2 in the 60’s. There was the trip that Jim his
wife Norma, June and myself undertook in 1971 to the World Championships in
Sweden. We drove all the way in my VW Beetle (model box on the roof) and much fun
was had. There was also the time June jumped on Jim and broke one of his ribs, but
that’s another story!

Jim Wright with his ‘Scram’ and myself with one of my ‘Yankee V’s

This last year or three I’ve travelled to France with Chris Strachan in February to
the rubber days at Viabon. So I needed something other than my usual F1Bs to fly. As
a result there are now P30s in the model box. I also wanted a “real” Wakefield, after
discussion and not getting on with a 4oz “Lanzo” Spencer Willis and Chris suggested a
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“Yankee V”. Now this model is right up my street, being rugged and it goes like a good
‘un. 8ozs weight all up, half of which is rubber, sort of shit off a shovel type climb!
I have two “Yankees” from Spencer’s kits and both have trimmed out in a couple of
flights. I had to add a bit of right side and proportionally a little more down plus a bit
of strip on the left of the left fin, for the left glide. Provided I don’t put any left
bias on the launch it’s pretty well straight up for a minute plus 10 seconds or so climb
on 900 turns (20 strands of 3/16”) I can push to a 1,000 but I’ve broken a couple at
that number. I have gotten more on but I will have to consider winding outside the
fuz. Ala F1B if I start pushing too hard. A bit of left on the launch in France in
February it looped and produced a large hole and needed a new fuz! The rebuilt fuz. is
covered with tissue over Mylar, the first was only tissue, lots of patching required
with motors bashing through the covering. The second was silk but that to is now
tissue and Mylar. I’ve tried thinner and longer motors but the climb suffers so I’ll
stay with the thick motor. It’s all rather different to the F1Bs, however the big plus
from that class is that I’m very used to pushing the rubber hard, which certainly
helps.
The SAM 1066 June 1st event was flown in super weather. I just needed a couple of
Actifed to keep the hay fever at bay. My first flight was AOK. The second was in
duff air but also made it without a real struggle. The last had a bad fold but again all
was OK. I’m not happy with the tensioning of the motor and hitting the spring stop.
Each motor is a bit different both in power and length meaning each flight the fold
can vary. I pre-tension the length, to some extent, in order to get the spring stop to
work neatly. The problem would appear to be not just the tension but, in the overall
weight of the motor. Getting the correct spring tension is not easy. Too weak a spring
and there is no movement, whereas too strong a spring and a lot of those last turns
will be lost. So the answer, I hope, will be a free wheel folder and at the same time
keeping the motor relatively tight to avoid bunching, so far I’ve not had this as an
issue. This is now more like the F1B approach and should help getting a more
consistent fold. The tighter motor will also allow the last turns to run off more
effectively.
For the fly off I sorted the pre-tensioning on a new motor. I wanted to put on at
least 900 turns but it was very tight at 850 so I stopped winding, as I didn’t want to
break a motor, knowing that there would be little time to make a change. The climb
was as good as I had had all day and the power run was a minute plus a bit. I had been
d/ting at 2:12. So I wound the timer to the same slot and counted off 20 before
launching. The DT went at 1:56 and the model was down at 2:44. From the height it
D/ted at I would have expected a longer descent but It goes up fast and when on the
DT is just as quick in t’other direction. It falls like a stone through the biggest of
bumps. However it was just the right side of a close run thing. This was the second
DT fly off I have made, previously it was a single flight with an F1B to win the open
rubber at the Scottish Nats that was a few years ago. Despite the DT that time I
landed in the trees the fly off was supposed to avoid!
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Jim Wright, Mini-Vintage winner

I accept my bottle from SAM1066 Chairman John Thompson

Overall Middle Wallop was a very enjoyable day/weekend plus my old mate Jim won
the mini vintage as well. My thanks to all those involved with putting the event on.
We’ll have to do it again!?

Xernes

Michael J. Woodhouse
-

Bob Pickernell

Here is a photo of my Xernes, taken at the Northern Heights Rally, Halton in 1965.
You showed the plans in the June clarion with the question:
“a challenger to the Penumbra?”
I have to say in my experience and having built both, the answer is a resounding NO!
The Xernes is a far easier build and I seem to recall was easier to trim but had a
higher wing loading and was not in the same league as the Penumbra performance
wise.
Based on my experience I would describe the Xernes as an excellent warmish sport
model but I would be quite surprised if one ever beat a Penumbra in a competition.
Now there’s a challenge to somebody!

Bob Pickernell
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Museum Feasibility Study

-

BMFA

National Centre for Model Flying
Feasibility Study Launched
After years of discussion and speculation amongst members, the BMFA is to conduct a
feasibility study to fully assess ‘once and for all’ the viability of establishing a ‘national
centre’ for model flying.
Announced at the meeting of the BMFA Council on the 17th May, the study will be based
on a discussion/framework document produced by Manny Williamson – BMFA
Development Officer.
The primary purpose of the study is to promote discussion and vision on a broader and
more structured scale than has previously been the case and further details can be viewed
on the BMFA website.
The study is expected to last for 12 months and will consider all aspects including location,
land acquisition, design, sustainability and sources of funding. The study will utilise the
services of professional consultants in the relevant areas in addition to BMFA staff and
volunteers.
The study is being financed entirely through sponsorship provided by our insurance
brokers, Doodson Broking Group. Ian Hesselden, Director of Sport at Doodson
commented; “the suggestion of the BMFA having a national centre strikes us a good thing
for numerous reasons, namely the sustainability of the sport, the promotion of the sport
and the increased significance of the BMFA as a “National Governing Body”.
The outcome of the feasibility study will be presented to the BMFA Council in May 2015
after which the report will then be published more widely.
If you believe that you have skills which would assist us with this project or require any
further information, then please contact:
the BMFA: admin@bmfa.org or Tel: 0116 2440028

BMFA

(Museum Liaison Officer Jim Wright)
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The DBHLibrary (Magazines)

–

Roy Tiller

Report No. 44.
Plans from Kits, British made, excluding scale, cont.
Warneford
The history of Warneford was covered by Alex Imrie’s “Vintage Corner” in
Aeromodeller June 1991 and September 1999. The products of F.J.Mee of Greenwich
London, marketed under the trade name Warneford, were ready to fly stick models
of spruce and wire covered in oiled silk. The advertisement from Mecanno Magazine
December 1928 shows some of the range which Alex Imrie identified as being
designed by Ralph Bullock. Being ready to fly models it may be assumed that no plans
exist, unless of course, you know better.

Construction sets, not yet called “kits”, were featured in a Warneford Descriptive A
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A leaflet of 1935 lists the Marvel (for indoor flying), the Silver Knight, the Silver
King and the Wizard. The Wizard being Warnefords commercial kit version of Ralph
Bullock’s 1929 Wakefield Cup Winner.
The performance stated for these
models is not in flight times as we would
expect today but more in the style of
full size aircraft performance i.e.
Bullock’s Wakefield has a Rate of Climb
of 120 ft/min, a flying speed of 1410
ft/min, a distance of 1500 ft, a ceiling
of 120 ft and a glide of 1 in 10.
It is not until Aeromodeller March 1949
that an advertisement has been found
for anything new by Warneford.
This advert offers the Corinthian a 36”
span sailplane, the Sunbeam a 30” span
tailless glider, the Flying Saucer a 17”
wing span stunter, and the Decojet a
new easy starting Jet Motor. In Model
Aviation Summer 1950 the Warneford
advert includes the Tornado, a super
streamlined C/L speed model for
speeds exceeding 100mph, no picture
of the model is shown and the price is
“to be announced”.
Did it ever happen?
Warneford Kit
Marvel
Silver King
Silver Knight
Whippet
Wizard, Wakefield
Corinthian
Flying Saucer
Sunbeam
Tornado

Designer
Bullock R.
Bullock R.
Bullock R.
Bullock R.
Bullock R.

Span
15
38
18
30
48
36
17
30

Type
Indoor
Rubber
Rubber
Rubber
Wakefield 1929
Glider
C/L Saucer
T'less Glider
C/L Speed

Date
Pre1935
Pre1935
Pre1935
Pre1935
1929
1949
1949
1949
1950

Plan From
Aeromodeller Sept 1999
Aeromodeller June 1991
S35s Feb 2000 G/A Drg
Tim Westcott

A/M Ann. 1948 G/A Drg

If you have any of the missing plans or can name the designer of the last four please
get in touch.
Contact Roy Tiller, tel 01202 511309, email roy.tiller@ntlworld.com

Roy Tiller
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8oz Wakefield & Tailless League

-

Spencer Willis

Just to report on the state of play so farPosition
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

8oz Wakefield
Competitor
M. Woodhouse
R. Kimber
P. Jackson
J. Andrews
P. Michel
R. Marking
M. Sanderson
R. Biddlecombe

Points
23
22
19
14
12
9
3
1

Mike Woodhouse is in the lead in 8oz with just one comp under his belt. There are
two more competitions that score, still to go - Odiham and M/W in August.
There were only three entries at the Nationals, not surprising as it was very windy.

Position
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Tailless
Competitor
C. Foster
M. Marshall
M. Doyle
C. Strachan
D. Taylor
A. Longhurst
J. White
R. Elliot
J. Andrews

Points
15
12
11
7
7
6
6
3
1

At the Nationals there were eight entries, not bad considering it rained for most of
the day. Comps still to go (at the time of writing) are- D. Spires Gala, Odiham, East
Anglian Gala, 5th Area ( plugge points ) and 7th Area.

Here, over from Northern Ireland is Maurice Doyle (left) and Peter Watt.
Maurice’s model dates back a few years and he managed 3rd place.
Peter is holding a brand new Mini Manx. Unfortunately it hadn't been trimmed and wasn't flown in the comp.

Spencer Willis
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Secretary’s Notes for July

-

Roger Newman

Quiet June for me so far, other than a very pleasant day of flying at Beaulieu last
Friday. Came home rather tired but happy. Sum total of people seen (other than the
two of us) was two joggers & two dog walkers yet driving home took for ever due to
heavy traffic on the M27 – not unusual.
Results from last Middle Wallop Meeting: May 31st/1st June
Weather conditions: Sunshine with light winds throughout the two days. Attended by
over 230 folks who all seemed to have a very enjoyable time.
SATURDAY
Combined Over 50in. Vintage/Classic Glider. (Jim Baguley trophy)
st
nd
1 - R.Marking (Lucifer)
6.00 + 2.10
2 - D.Cox (Arch Angel)
6.00 + 2.05
rd
th
3 - T.King (Aurikel),
5.52.
4 - G.Smith (Mantis),
5.49.
th
th
5 - P.Michel (Sperber),
5.58.
6 - D.Etherton (Seraph),
5.04.
th
th
7 - P.Tomlinson (AH-24),
4.59.
8 - V.Driscoll (Mad’s Dream), 4.38
th
9 - R.Kimber (AH-20),
4.27
Combined Vintage/Classic CLG/HLG
st
nd
rd
1 - E.Horsey (Heave-Ho), 228sec. 2 - R.Taylor (H.O’Donnell), 125sec. 3 - G.Smith (Dingbat), 108sec.
st

1 - P.Jackson (Urchin),
rd
3 - R.Marking (Urchin),
th
5 - R.Taylor (Urchin),
th
7 - R.Kimber (Trip Stick),

st

1 - R.Tiller (Fledgling),
rd
3 - P.Jackson (Fledgling),

Club Classic Rubber
nd
6.00 + 2.11.
2 - J.Andrews (Last Resort), 6.00 + 2.09.
th
6.00 + 1.24.
4 - M.Gilham (Late Night Final),6.00 + (1.06).
th
5.51.
6 - J.Lancaster (Urchin),
5.46.
th
5.24.
8 - E.Stevens (Flip Flop),
5.23.
th
9 - M.Pressnell (Last Resort), 4.17.
Under 25in. Vintage Rubber. (Tip Top trophy)
nd
5.36,
2 - Barbara Tiller (FA Moth),
th
4.33.
4 - E.Stevens (FA Moth),
th
5 - Anne Stevens (Eaglet),
3.30.

Vintage Open Power

1st - A.Shepherd (Le Timide),

4.44.
4.04.
6.00.

SUNDAY
Combined 4oz/8oz Wakefield
st
nd
1 - M.Woodhouse (Yankee IV), 6.00 + 2.44.
2 - N.Peppiat (Northern Arrow),6.00 + 2.40.
rd
th
3 - R.Kimber (Fullarton),
6.00 + 2.39.
4 - J.Lancaster (Lanzo Stick), 6.00 + 2.04.
th
th
5 - P.Hall (Duplex),
6.00 + 1.01.
6 - J.Paton,
6.00.
th
th
7 - P.Michel (Korda),
5.31.
8 - P.Jackson (Tangney),
5.30.
th
th
9 - J.Andrews (Jaguar),
5.26.
10 - R.Owston (Lim Joon),
5.24.
th
11 - R.Oldridge (Northern Arrow), 4.54.
st

1 - J.Wright (Scram),
rd
3 - J.Lancaster (RAFF V),
th
5 - R. Tiller (Senator),
th
7 - C.Redrup (Dynamite),
th
9 - M.Parker (RAFF V),
th
11 - D.Thomson (Hep Cat),
st -

1 C.Redrup (T’Banana),
th
4 - F.Chilton (O/D)
th
7 - P.Tolhurst (?),

Lightweight Rubber
nd
6.00 + 2.29.
2 - P.Jackson (RAFF V),
6.00 + 2.26.
th
6.00 + 2.18.
4 - M.Gilham (Gollywok),
6.00 + 1.47.
th
6.00 + 1.40.
6 - J.Russell (Blackpool Rock), 6.00 + 1.18.
th
6.00.
8 - Michelle Hooper (Scram), 5.50.
th
5.47.
10 - E.Tyson (Buckeridge),
5.45.
th
5.16.
12 - Ian Hooper (Cherokee), 5.10.
5.31
4.55.
4.03.

E36 Electric Power
nd
rd
2 - D.Chilton (O/D),
5.19. 3 - T.Grey (O/D),
th
th
5 - P.Hall (B’Banana), 4.30. 6 - P.Jellis (O/D),
th
8 - R.Elliott (Satellite), 4.02.

5.16.
4.25.
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Combined Vintage/Classic 36in. Hi-Start (bungee)
st
nd
1 - P.Michel (Corsair/Mad’s Dream),
5.32.
2 - R.Kimber (Nord),
rd
th
3 - A.Thorn (Dream Bogey),
3.49.
4 - A.Longhurst (Gnome),
th
th
5 - E.Horne (Corsair),
3.13.
6 - D.Etherton (Corsair),
th
7 - B.Tiller (Dream Bogey),
0.06.
Combined Vintage/Classic Under 50in. Glider. (Heath trophy)
st
nd
1 - R.Marking (La Mouette),
5.10.
2 - D.Etherton (Nord),
st

1 - N.Peppiat (Skokie), 2.32.

4.24.
3.48.
1.28.

5.05.

Jimmy Allen mass launch
nd
rd
2 - Barbara Tiller (Jimmy Allen Special), 1.27. 3 - R.Tiller (Skokie), 0.55.

Combined Tailless

st

1 - A.Longhurst (Answer),

3.09

Airfields
Latest FFTC news indicates some activity to explore what might be available. Looking
thro the list of 22 possibilities mentioned last month doesn’t uncover much of
promise. Most are now “in other use” or not available – an exception is Upper Heyford,
which seems to have been abandoned & not yet used for anything?
Early reminder for SAM Champs in August
This event takes place on Sunday 24th & Monday 25th August.
th

Sunday 24 Aug:
Combined Vintage/Classic Bungee Glider; Over 50”
Combined Vintage/Classic Glider;
SI Precision (Brian Martin);
Maxwell Bassett SI;
E36 Electric Power;
Vintage Coupe;
Flight Cup (Vintage Middleweights);
Club Classic to BMAS Rules
Spar Tractor/A-Frame Mass Launch;
Natsneez (P E Norman);
Jimmy Allen Mass Launch;
Tomboy Vintage Duration;
Top Time Trophy
th

Monday 25 Aug:
Vintage / Classic CLG/HLG; Under 50”
Combined Vintage/Classic Glider;
Ryback Glider;
SI Precision (Brian Martin);
Combined Vintage/Classic Open Power;
Vintage Lightweight Rubber;
Combined 4oz/8oz Wakefield;
Tailless (Combined Glider, Rubber and i/c Power)
Natsneez (P E Norman);
Wallop Bowl; Mini-Vintage Low Wing Rubber;
Tomboy Vintage Duration;
Top Time Trophy
R/C Assist (Tomboy etc); Control Line

Roger Newman

Plans from the Archive

-

Roger Newman

A selection of those on my “to build” list that may never get done!

Rubber:

Moth – nice small sport model
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Glider: NV-04 “Rudoch” – elegant design from Czech Republic.

Power: Pops – memories of the designer from my early days.

Roger Newman
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Competition Rules Follow
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Provisional Events Calendar 2014
With competitions for Vintage and/or Classic models

February 23rd

Sunday

BMFA 1st Area Competitions

March 16th

Sunday

BMFA 2nd Area Competitions

April 6th
April 18th
April 20th
April 27th

Sunday
Friday
Sunday
Sunday

BMFA 3rd Area Competitions
Northern Gala – Barkston/Church Fenton
Crookham Gala & SAM1066 – Salisbury Plain
Middle Wallop – SAM1066 competitions

May 24th
May 25th
May 26th
May 31st

Saturday
Sunday
Monday
Saturday

BMFA Free-flight Nats, Barkston
BMFA Free-flight Nats, Barkston
BMFA Free-flight Nats, Barkston
Middle Wallop – SAM1066 Competitions

June 1st
June 15th
June 28th
June 29th

Sunday
Sunday
Saturday
Sunday

Middle Wallop – SAM1066 Competitions
BMFA 4th Area Competitions
BMFA East Anglian Gala – Sculthorpe
BMFA East Anglian Gala – Sculthorpe

July
July
July
July

6th
13th
19th
26th /27th

Sunday
Sunday
Saturday
Saturday/Sunday

Brumfly – TBD
BMFA 5th Area Competitions
BMFA Southern Area Gala - Odiham
London Gala – Salisbury Plain

August 10th
August 17th
August 24th
August 25th
August 30th

Sunday
Sunday
Sunday
Monday
Saturday

BMFA 6th Area Competitions
Timperley Gala – North Luffenham
Middle Wallop – SAM1066 Competitions
Middle Wallop – SAM1066 Competitions
Southern Gala – Salisbury Plain

September 14th
September 28th

Sunday
Sunday

BMFA 7th Area Competitions
Middle Wallop – SAM1066 Competitions

October 12th
October 25th

Sunday
Saturday

BMFA 8th Area Competitions
Midland Gala – North Luffenham

Note: Flyers using Salisbury Plain Area 8 for BMFA Area competitions
it is essential to contact
Trevor Grey at 21 Claremont Road, Tunbridge Wells, Kent, TN1 1SY,
to pay fees and get on army security list.
and send your email address to: trevorgrey@talktalk.net
Please check before travelling to any of these events.
Access to MOD property can be withdrawn at very short notice!
For up-to-date details of SAM 1066 events at Middle Wallop check the Website –
www.SAM1066.org
For up-to-date details of all BMFA Free Flight events check the websites
www.freeflightuk.org or www.BMFA.org
For up-to-date details of SAM 35 events refer to SAM SPEAKS or check the website
www.SAM35.org
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Useful Websites
SAM 1066
–
www.sam1066.com
Flitehook, John & Pauline
–
www.flitehook.net
Mike Woodhouse
www.freeflightsupplies.co.uk
GAD
www.greenairdesigns.com
BMFA Free Flight Technical Committee www.freeflightUK.org
BMFA
www.BMFA.org
BMFA Southern Area
www.southerarea.hamshire.org.uk
SAM 35
www.sam35.org
MSP Plans
www.msp-plans.blogspot.com
X-List Plans
www.xlistplans.demon.co.uk
National Free Flight Society(USA)
www.freeflight.org
Ray Alban
www.vintagemodelairplane.com
David Lloyd-Jones
www.magazinesandbooks.co.uk
Belair Kits
www.belairkits.com
John Andrews
www.freewebs.com/johnandrewsaeromodeller
Wessex Aeromodellers
www.wessexaml.co.uk
US SAM website
www.antiquemodeler.org
Peterborough MFC
www.peterboroughmfc.co.uk/index-old.htm
Southern Coupe League
www.southerncoupeleague.org.uk

Are You Getting Yours?

Membership Secretary
As most of you know, we send out an email each month letting
you know about the posting of the latest edition of the New
Clarion on the website.
Invariably, a few emails get bounced back, so if you’re suddenly
not hearing from us, could it be you’ve changed your email
address and not told us?
To get back on track, email membership@sam1066.org to let us
know your new cyber address
(snailmail address too, if that’s changed as well).

Tail end Charlie:
I still need articles/letters/anecdotes to keep the New Clarion going, please pen
at least one piece. I can handle any media down to hand written if that’s where
your at. Pictures can be jpeg or photo’s or scans of photos. I just want your
input. Members really are interested in your experiences even though you may
think them insignificant.
If I fail to use any of your submissions it will be due to an oversight,
please feel free to advise and/or chastise

your editor John Andrews

